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“This season, a timeless appreciation 
for warmth and security...”
-Pantone

Decorating for the holidays 
can set the mood for your entire 
family evening and YES it is 
absolutely worth the effort! It’s a 
conversation starter, it’s a great 
background for all those pictures 
you will take and it will definitely 
delight all your guests.

Fleuristic teamed up with 
local Woolwich Street neighbor, 
Time After Time, to bring you 
this inspiring photo shoot. Time 
after Time is a consignment 
furniture store that has built a 
reputation for quality pieces and 

fast consignment turnover. You 
can bring your furniture pieces to 
the store and turn them into cash. 
It’s a store worth visiting often as 
some new pieces only last a few 
hours before being snatched up by 
savvy shoppers. 

For the shoot we used a 
beautiful oak table set and an 
irresistible teak dining set amongst 
other accessories and tables available 
throughout the expansive space. 

Fleuristic’s creative juices were 
flowing as we hunted in local thrift 

shops to find vintage pieces to use 
in the shoot. 

Everything you see in this 
spread is (or was) available at 
Fleuristic, 739 Woolwich Street,  
or Time After Time, 666 Woolwich 
Street, Guelph. 

Woolwich Street in Guelph 
offers shopping destinations and 
appeal that the online world just 
can’t replicate. So after you finish 
reading and sharing this article, 
grab a friend and come experience 
it in real-time!

   	                   Happy Decorating.

Local Sunflowers, 
White Limonium, 
Green Hypericum 
Berries, Eucalyptus, 
Salal Leaves

FALL DECORATING
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“This season displays an umbrella of accord that weaves earthy neutrals with a range of bold color 
statements and patterns to reflect a landscape of hope, fun, fantasy and all things natural.” 
-Pantone

Decorating Idea #1 
Using Traditional Colours & 
Vintage Accessories

This table setting is packed with warmth. From 
the orange silk table runner to the oak tones of  the 
table and chairs to the vintage clay containers being 
used as vases. Orange can sometimes be a bold 
colour to try to work in with your home decor, so 
Thanskgiving is the perfect time to play with it!

The incorporation of  natural elements like the 
dried lavender wreath and the grapevine garland 
being laced through the arrangements completes the 

look and has us delighting in the details of  each 
flower arrangement.

For this look at home, visit Grandma’s house for 
some vintage containers and look no further than 
your backyard for twigs and branches that you can 
prune and incorporate into your table setting. 

For a more polished look bring your desired 
containers into Fleuristic and we can design  
beautiful arrangements for you, or help to pick out 
some flowers you can design with yourself !

“Vintage containers are timeless 
additions to the table set-up.”
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The Completed Look just has us wanting to 
slide into a chair and start pouring the gravy!

Maybe your dining room is calling for a new 
table set and Time After Time may just have your 
dream set waiting. If  your current set is still in good 
condition you can put it on consignment and earn 
some cash towards your new purchase. 

While oak is not always to everyone’s flavor, the 
Chalk Paint trend is freshening up furniture pieces 
everywhere. Chalk paint does not require you to 

heavily sand your furniture, therefore reducing your 
prep work and increasing the desire to complete the 
project. Chalk paint is available at Time After Time 
and other local furniture and paint stores.

Dive into traditional and play around with it at 
home. You will surprise yourself  how quickly a 
beautiful table setting can come together. 

As always ideas and inspiration are available 
daily at Fleuristic’s Flower Bar. We love helping to 
inspire you, come chat with us!

Find Value in Vintage
bringing new old accessories to your home
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Indoor Plant Accessories
Air Plants, Cacti, Succulents

Decorating Idea #2 
Green Decor

Air Plants can bring 
interest and fun into your 
fall home decor.  These 
plants have no roots and do 
not require soil. A simple 
soaking every two weeks in 
water is all the care they 
require. Air plants are 
available from small to XL 
depending on how you 
would like to decorate with 
them. You can place them 

in a low bowl vase with 
colored sand, perfect for the 
kitchen table, use one in a 
hanging glass terrarium in 
the bathroom,  or 
accessorize an indoor wall 
planter with them.  

Cactus and succulents in 
cute and decorative pots can 
brighten up any table space. 

Extra accessories like 
rocks, bark chips, and wire 
decorative balls can take 
your look to a whole new 
level!

Olive Ceramic 
Vase, Medium Air 
Plants in Glass 
Vase with Mini 
Acorns, Cactus 
Indoor Planter 
and Wood Chips 
on Woven Table 
Runner

LIVING DECOR
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Copper Tones Highlight
the Season

Decorating Idea #3
 Enroll the Family 
& Shop Local

We are loving the 
warmth of  copper that is 
showing up everywhere this 
season. 

We picked up these 
copper vases at a local thrift 
store and love the combination 
of  mauve and white with 
the copper and brown 
elements.

If  you are in love with 
them as much as we are, 
they are now available for 
purchase at Fleuristic!

Traditionally 
someone is designated to 
cook and host Thanksgiving 
Dinner.  This year, why not 
designate a decorating  
team? 

 Use a combination of  
items you and other family 
members have at home and 
make things more interesting 
by picking up a few 
additional items at your 
local thrift store. Fleuristic 
also has lots of  fabulous fall 
accessories for finishing 
touches. 

This is also a great idea 
to enroll the family teenagers  
in and keep them engaged. 

It offers a creative outlet 
and every year will be 
special and different. 

If  you still need to place 
your Turkey order 
Mosborough Market is the 
place to start and support 
local.  The turkey will be a 
showcase piece on your 
beautifully decorated table!

Shopping at small, 
independent businesses has 
a major impact on our 
community.  So this 
Thanksgiving think local, 
shop local!

Teak Dining Set  
and Charger 
Plates Available 
at Time After 
Time, Copper 
Vintage Vases 
and Grapevine 
Available at 
Fleuristic 

LOVING LOCAL
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The simplicity of  creating these 
flower arrangements is what we love. Many 
containers only required a few stems of  
flowers and greenery. The impact is bold 
and captures all the tones of  the season. 
Easy for you to accomplish at home!

“Polished copper surface add shine to 
home decorations and reflect light. 
Copper home decorations are ideal for 
bright home staging and chic interior 
decorating.”

- lushome.com

More interior copper decorating ideas here

Falling in Love with Fall Decor
#inspiration
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Teak Table 
Set-Up 
Copper Vases 
and Pots, 
Flowers include 
White mini roses, 
variegated 
greenery, purple 
and white 
lisianthus, 
spurge, purple 
asiatic lilies, 
purple glads,  
fountain grass 
plumes.

http://www.fleuristic.com
http://www.fleuristic.com
http://www.lushome.com/30-modern-interior-design-ideas-10-great-tips-use-copper-colors-home-decorating/151275
http://www.lushome.com/30-modern-interior-design-ideas-10-great-tips-use-copper-colors-home-decorating/151275
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Decorating Idea #4 

Indoor Fairy 
Gardening
	 Colour, Texture & 
Imagination at the 
	 	   Kids Table

	 Fairy Gardening has 
been trending in Guelph for the 
last few years. Tiny accessories 
that come together to create fairy 
villages! For adults and kids alike, 
these fairy accessories can be used 
both in indoor and outdoor 
gardens. Bridges, chairs, ponds, 
bunnies, dogs, cats, houses, and 
more can be found at F leuristic.

Put together a Fairy Garden 
Kit and let the kids and adults 
build their first fairy garden after 
dinner! A fun family activity!
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Use bold colour, embrace 
mismatched set-up’s, let 
your imagination run wild, 
there is no judgement at 
the kids table.

Table, Blue Chairs, Plates, Napkins and 
Colourful Vases Available at Time After 
Time Consignment Furniture Store

Fairy Garden and Cacti Available at 
Fleuristic Garden & Flower Studio

http://www.fleuristic.com
http://www.fleuristic.com
http://fleuristic.com/products/fairy-gardening
http://fleuristic.com/products/fairy-gardening
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Cottage Living
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Decorating Idea #5
	 Memories as Accessories

Take comfort in the trinkets and antiques that 
often make their way to the family cottage. Dust off  
those teacups and pots and repurpose them as flower 
vases for a quaint cozy touch to your fall decor. 

Cottage country will be showing off  this season with 
the brilliant colours of  fall leaves. Tree leaves make 
a great replacement for a table runner and kids love 
going outside to collect things! 

Arrange your leaves along the table, add a couple 
candles or accessories with flower teacups and you 
will have a beautiful table set up for the whole family 
to enjoy. 
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